
! Electromagnetic Polar Balance is a technique developped by Franscisco Rios and 
Pilar de Rios based on the laws of quantic physics to balance the electric and magnetic 
polarities in the organism and reestablish, in an integral form, the person’s health in its 
many levels of manifestation.  It is a non-invasive method, respectous of each person 
which searches the wellbeing of the individual in all aspects.  It’s used to face all kinds of 
problems.
  
! The physical body, the emotions, the mind as well as the energetic body of the 
person make a unity.  Those structures cannot work separately, there is need for a balance 
between them.  Its loss of equilibrium is what produces diseases.

! In the human being, as well as in other structures where energy circulates, there is 
a negative and a positive pole.  Likewise we have an electric circuit that functions all the 
time.  The dysfunction of this circuit produces health problems.  
The organism always functions with those two polarities which are complementary.  As 
physics describes, any electrical energy that circulates creates an electromagnetical field 
just as in the human being.  The electric circuit of the organism creates a magnetic field 
around us.  This field permits ourselves to act upon the organism, because the 
electromagnetic field can take outside electrical charges, use it to transform, free and 
balance functions of the organism.  

! Polar Balance treatment uses colored slides.  Those slides have a fotoelectric 
effect, which means, the capacity to develop an electrical current from the incidence of 
light.  Therefore, the slides also have a specific electromagnetic effect depending on its 
color.  The slides form an interaction with the organism so as to trigger the necessary 
processes to return to a normal state.  The organism absorbs the specific information 
provided by  the slides and re-adapts, re-balances, re-organizes itself, so health is 
restored. 


